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Michael Ferrucci, President
26 Commerce Drive
North Branford, CT 06471
203-887-9248
September 22, 2008

Review participants in the CMEEC carbon-offset in Las Delicias Farm, July 26, 2008. From left to right, Rolando Camacho, RTT
forester in CR; Kyle Meister, assistant consultant; Dr. Barres, RTT director; Carlos Rojas, farmer; Moises Bonilla, farm manager;
Carlos Sandi, EARTH Professor; Lauren Hintlian, RTT co-director; and Mike Ferrucci, forest consultant. Photo source: RTT.
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September 22, 2008
Dr. Herster Barres, Director
Lauren M. Hintlian, Co-director
Reforest the Tropics

Dear Dr. Barres and Ms. Hintlian:
I have completed my assessment of Reforest The Tropics and attach my final report. I appreciate
your confidence in my ability to assess this innovative and compelling project.
I hope that this report will help RTT to continue its important work, and expand it significantly.
As mentioned in my report, I believe your project is important and worthy of support. As you
move forward please feel free to provide my contact information to potential supporters as I am
willing to share my positive views regarding this important approach with anyone willing to
listen!

Sincerely,

Mike Ferrucci, Forester and President
Interforest, LLC
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About the Project
An overview of Reforest The Tropics (RTT) is found in Appendix 5.
Other information, including captioned pictures clearly demonstrating many aspects of the
project*, is available from the RTT website http://reforestthetropics.org/ . Or contact Dr. Herster
Barres, Director of RTT at 860-572-8199 (USA).
(* This information is generally to be included in bound copies of this report.)
______________

6-Year Old Mohegan Carbon-Offset Forest in the Las Delicias Farm in Costa Rica
In 2002 the Mohegan Tribe sponsored a forest in Costa Rica to sequester CO2 emissions from two fuel cells in its
Casino. Managed by Reforest the Tropics, a CT non-profit organization, this photo shows an inspection by an
independent forest consultant, Mike Ferrucci, contracted by RTT. Trees in the tropics grow faster! This project is
done in cooperation with the Rojas Family, owners of this farm, in a 25-year agreement to sequester CO2 and
produce wood. This is a UNFCCC-AIJ program. July 25, 2008.
Photo and photo caption provided by RTT
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Assessment Summary
Since my first visit to the RTT/UNFCCC program in Costa Rica in January 2006, I continue to
be quite impressed with the project, and would strongly advocate its continuation and expansion.
The attention to detail, the clever framework of practical, common-sense yet creative techniques,
the strong local partnerships, and the superb team working on the projects have led to excellent
results on the ground.
The most compelling aspects of the project are:
1. It provides a unique and practical approach to help solve critical environmental and social
problems by working with farmers, the owners of most of the land available in the tropics
for long-term carbon sequestration, and
2. It appears likely to succeed in creating sustainable, economically viable forests capable of
efficient, long-term carbon storage.
The many US sponsors of RTT's research forests illustrate the application of RTT's model to real
world emitters. Dr. Barres has been able to convince a significant number of US emitters that
sequestration in new tropical farm forests is worth testing, and may even be necessary to meet
the challenge of climate change and management of US emissions in tropical forests. The
combination of emitter sponsorship with each carbon-offset forest is to be commended and, in
my opinion, expanded as a good way for reaching RTT's, the US and UNFCCC goals.
--- --- --- --A set of questions regarding the project’s accomplishments and prospects were posed; detailed
responses are provided later in this report. The main points made in response to the key
questions are provided below (see bolded bullet points) accompanied by contextual information:


The project has a very good chance of reaching sustainability, defined as income for the
farmer and carbon offsets.

The RTT goals of developing and demonstrating a model of an improved carbon-offset forest
appears correct. Farmers working with the project willingly embrace the concept of growing
trees for two purposes: some for harvests of wood, and some for storage of carbon. Combining
these goals on tropical farm forests is a practical, common-sense approach to the world’s need to
sequester carbon.
In order to be of significant import to climate change, millions of trees must be planted and cared
for. While the tropics offer more solar energy, the engine for photosynthesis and resultant
carbon sequestration, the selection of tree species is important to how much CO2 can be
sequestered in a given time and how sustainable the forest will be. Without sustainability, the
forest may only be a shot-term deposit for our carbon emissions. With sustainability, it may be
indefinite. Some of Europe's forests are hundreds of years old.
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Those mixtures showing the best results to date are very likely to sustain 40 cubic
meters per hectare per year of wood growth, an important benchmark for the project’s
design and success.
While trees in the tropics can grow quickly, so do the weeds and vines that can overwhelm a
new planting. The care given to RTT's plantings is relatively intensive, both to assure the
survival of the seedlings and to promote the fastest rate of sequestration and production.


Thinning of established plantations is critical to ensure continued rapid tree growth,
but must be carefully controlled and implemented. Project personnel and cooperators
have the skills to do this correctly provided that sound forestry measures are followed.
The technical report contains methods for ensuring positive thinning results (most of
these methods were known by RTT staff to improve thinning results).



It is clearly possible to create stratified mixtures of planted trees (also called a layercake forest) which combine fast growth, potential income, strong long-term carbon
storage, and ancillary environmental benefits.
RTT's selection of tree species is based on more than 40 years of species trials. With the
layer-cake model of carbon-offset forests, others may yet prove more effective.
Combinations of tree species as shown in the 30 mixtures presently being tested are likely to
be even more productive than monocultures. The optimal spacing and thinning regimes
have yet to be determined, particularly for these mixed plantings.
Some of the trees RTT uses, the product of its research, namely Chancho and Deglupta, can
produce commercial size logs within 6-8 years of age. This offers farmers the potential to
grow and harvest trees as a commercial crop with a much shorter time for receiving income.
It also increases the profitability of the crop and the chances of the forest being sustainable
with long-term carbon storage.



The project has produced significant new knowledge and impressive silvicultural
expertise in the face of a daunting set of goals. The “learn by doing” philosophy and
the involvement of very capable people at all levels have contributed to the project’s
impressive ability to leverage existing knowledge and resources. Suggestions for
improvement found in the technical appendices are intended to help build on this clear
strength.
RTT has shown that it has the capacity of further improving the model it is already
demonstrating with a significant potential benefit to farmers and emitters.

The full report details the assignment and approach, answers to the assessment questions, and
provides a number of suggestions.
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Other Important Points Made by Dr. Barres:
In response to the first draft of this report, Dr. Barres made the following points. I agree with
these statements, which Dr. Barres regularly makes, and think they bear repeating in this report:
“RTT's choice of working with farmers seems to be the right choice. While corporations could
conceivably buy large tracts of land to plant trees for carbon sequestration, this option is not
feasible for political reasons. The banana companies learned this years ago, and largely turned
over their lands and production to local farmers, better positioned to deal with politics and labor
problems. It would not be feasible for General Motors to "buy" Costa Rica for carbon
sequestration!
Society needs to recognize that research and development towards well chosen goals as in the
case of RTT's program requires time. Forests are complex, each action, such as a single
thinning, has future consequences, improving or reducing the forest stand's capacity for
production, sequestration and profitability. Thus, just to plant a tree is only the beginning of the
management of a forest. The RTT approach of creating examples on selected farms of
intensively manage carbon-offset forests is the best investment of limited development funding.”
______________
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Assignment and Assessment Approach
Mike Ferrucci was asked to travel with the project’s leaders and consulting forester to several
plantations in Costa Rica to assess the program and to respond to several important questions
posed by Dr. Barres. On the ground suggestions and a written report were to be the main
products.
Prior to the trip Mr. Ferrucci and Dr. Barres met several times to craft the trip, to update Ferrucci
on developments since his previous review of the project (March 2006), to review some of the
measurements, and to agree on the key questions.
Ferrucci requested the participation of a recent Yale School of Forestry Master of Forestry
graduate to help with measurements and other technical tasks. Kyle Meister’s involvement was
funded by a RTT Board member, David Anderson. Kyle is fluent in Spanish, a welcome skill in
addition to his other duties. Ferrucci and Meister will be referred to collectively as the
assessment team or the team.
During the visit the team visited more than 75% of the 114 hectares planted to date. Most of the
work involved careful observations and detailed discussions of decisions and results. One of the
growth plots was remeasured (confirming the accuracy of the measurements); the carbon
calculations were reviewed as well (and found to be accurate).
A preliminary verbal report on the findings was provided during the final day of the assessment.

Response to Assigned Questions
1. Considering our limited budget, how do you find the overall program?
Generally I continue to be impressed with (and Kyle has favorable impressions of) what
RTT has accomplished with limited funds in only thirteen years. Several models have
been developed and tested, and preliminary results are very encouraging. The more
recent
planting designs are based on lessons learned from earlier trials. I know of no other
similar effort to meet farmers’ needs concurrent with delivering strong local and global
environmental benefits. The project has clearly demonstrated that carefully designed and
tended mixed-species plantations in Costa Rica can be an important answer to global
carbon sequestration efforts.
2. Do we have a good chance of reaching sustainability, defined as income for the farmer
and carbon offsets?
Yes, a very good chance. There are challenges for both dimensions. For carbon the
challenge will be making adjustments to allocate sufficient growing space (primarily
light) to the bottom tree layer (Klinki trees for rapid sequestration and for long-term
storage). For farmer income the challenge involves learning how to increase growth and
ensure proper development of valuable trees for income through the sale of logs or
lumber with minimal reduction of carbon storage.
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3. Is a continued production of 40 cubic meters per hectare per year likely?
Yes, particularly for those mixtures showing the best results to date. For example,
mixtures of Deglupta, Chancho, Klinki, and Mahogany in the Mohegan plantation at
Hacienda Las Delicias sequestered 54 cubic meters per hectare in the most recent year,
and growth rates may still be increasing. Many other mixed plantations are currently
growing much more slowly. Some of the slower growing plantations have not likely
achieved maximum growth rates (biological growth often starts slowly and then
accelerates in a predictable pattern which, when plotted on a graph, displays the shape of
the letter “S”). However, other plantations appear unlikely to ever reach this target of 40.
RTT has demonstrated a good ability to learn from each of its plantation designs, and the
more recent planting designs can be expected to be more successful, although it is too
soon to know with certainty.

4. How can we best thin while minimizing damage?
(Mid-level stand management by frequent thinning to manage solar energy entering the
stand.)
First, we believe that thinning should begin sooner than 10 years of age for two reasons:
(1) removal of some poorly-formed trees and (2) spacing to increase individual growth of
the remaining trees. Some of these early thinnings will involve removal of
commercially-valuable logs, while others will remove trees that are not yet commercial
nor saleable (termed “pre-commercial thinning”).
Commercial thinnings are planned in several older plantings at Las Delicias commencing
in September or October, 2008. These thinnings must be carefully planned and
implemented so that soils and remaining trees are not damaged during removals.
The following considerations that will improve results (most of these methods were
known by RTT staff):
 Planting designs can influence thinning outcomes; for example if fast-growing
trees are isolated into their own rows they can be easily removed in early “first
thinnings”– even at close spacing.
 Trees should always be marked by a trained forester; initially Rolando and Dr.
Barres should cooperate to design the thinning protocols.
 Thinning protocols will vary with each planting design.
 Crowns of the most valuable trees (higher-value hardwood species) should be
released as much as possible consistent with maintaining good tree form and other
project goals.
 Thinnings must balance needs of individual trees (for continuous crown
expansion) with needs of the overall stand (for carbon sequestration).
 Thinnings must also balance short-term gain (from wood extracted) with longterm benefits (for overall growth). First thinnings set the pattern for long-term
success; small “sacrifices” to meet short-term needs can, and often do, cripple
 long-term prospects. A conservative approach is needed.
 Harvests (logging) should be closely supervised.
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Harvests should occur during the dry season.
Trees should be felled using felling wedges by workers who have received
training in modern safe-felling practices (e.g., Scandinavian methods or “Game of
Logging” programs); 1
Safe harvesting techniques are often found in the literature jointly with “reduced
impact logging” (RIL) practices; significant gains in worker safety, productivity,
and minimized impacts to the residual trees are to be realized following a modest
investment in learning modern techniques.2
Pulling trees over manually using ropes and/or chains is to be avoided.
Criteria for limits to acceptable soil compaction and rutting should be specified in
advance; the most workable systems define acceptable rutting using a
combination of depth (e.g. 10 cm), length (5 meters), and position in harvest area
(allowed on main harvest roads only, or not allowed where flowing water might
cause erosion and sedimentation into wetlands).3
Criteria for limits to damage to residual trees should be established in advance
(e.g. no more than 1 tree in 25 may have a wound larger than a man’s fist).
While tractors set up to elevate one end of the log are a reasonable starting point,
eventually a transition to specialized harvesting equipment will be needed; such
equipment can be expensive but will result in higher productivity and less
damage.

5. Please comment on the idea of portable sawmills for processing and better-utilizing trees
harvested during these thinning efforts.
Portable sawmill technology has improved considerably in recent years. Thin-kerf band
saw mills are most common because they result in less waste (thinner saw cut and less
sawdust) and require less power for a given cutting speed. Where demand for sawdust is
high a thicker circular saw might be a better choice, although these saws are challenging
to maintain and operate efficiently. Either way, on-site milling can reduce costs and fuel
usage, but tends to be somewhat more labor-intensive than trucking logs to off-site
stationary mills for processing. Larger and higher-value logs produced in later thinning
entries (probably at least 10 years from now) are likely to be best processed off-site, but
ample quantities of medium and low-value logs will continue to be available for portable
milling on site. See Appendix 4: Portable Sawmill Manufacturers for a list of
manufacturers.

1

The Swedes and other Scandinavians donate money to developing countries for lots of projects. Perhaps there is a
way to pursue funds for training through the embassy?
2
RIL has also been shown to reduce the carbon footprint of harvests through reduced residual damage, more
efficient road planning, etc. See Putz FE, Zuidema PA, Pinard MA, Boot RGA, Sayer JA, et al. (2008) Improved
Tropical Forest Management for Carbon Retention. PLoS Biol 6(7): e166 doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0060166(
http://biology.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=getdocument&doi=10.1371/journal.pbio.0060166&ct=1&SESSID=6fe48928c62a43855ddebab4d1fd7ca9) for more
details.
3

Consult ITTO for further details (http://www.itto.or.jp/live/index.jsp ).
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6. Is it possible to create stratified mixtures of planted trees (also called a layer-cake forest)?
Yes, but it is quite challenging to do so while also sequestering large volumes of carbon
and providing for farmer income. We believe that this goal of learning how to create
stable, diverse, and profitable mixed-species plantations, and the progress to date,
comprise a unique project worthy of continued support.
7. Are our methods for developing straight, insect-free Mahogany trees likely to produce
valuable trees?
Mahogany is a very valuable tropical hardwood tree that is notoriously difficult to grow
in plantations. The project has developed silvicultural technology (combination of
planting design and technique, periodic spraying, and occasional pruning) that so far has
produced straight trunks but modest-sized crowns. While this is a promising start, the
tallest trees are approaching 10 meters in height and spraying with back-pack equipment
will soon be impossible. Crowns must be allowed to expand significantly to allow for the
sustained rapid growth needed to develop large, valuable Mahogany trees, always with
due consideration of maintaining the appropriate form of the tree.
8. We are learning about the importance of each site’s growth capabilities, particularly
nutrient status. Do you agree with our observations regarding the challenges of working
with sites that have recently grown sugarcane?
The nutrient status of plantation sites has long been known to be critical. Visually one
can see that the former sugarcane land has less thrifty trees. Your efforts to use soil
testing should be encouraged, particularly prior to planting. Fertilization is one option for
sites lacking nutrients, but can have important implications for soil and water quality and
for the carbon balance of the enterprise. The inclusion of leguminous trees on poor sites
may help.
9. The most successful project site, Las Delicias, shows the results of an unusual collection
of human talent; the owner, the RTT forester, and the RTT founder are strong leaders and
may be irreplaceable. Will the project survive our retirement?
Only if provisions are made to expand the project, train replacements, and systematically
document all aspects of the project4. More funding is clearly needed.

4

One suggestion discussed during the assessment trip is the use of a pre-planting assessment sheet that takes site
conditions and history, potential on-site or local use of wood, and social factors into account. This could serve as a
good preparation for FSC certification, CCX or some other forest carbon standard.
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Appendix 1: Initial Impressions Letter
July 30, 2008
Dr. Herster Barres, Director
Lauren M. Hintlian, Co-Director
Reforest the Tropics
Dear Dr. Barres and Miss Hintlian:
I write to provide initial impressions of my recent evaluation of your UNFCCC-AIJ climate
change carbon-offset forest project in Costa Rica. This was my second visit to review your
program. A detailed report, which will include responses to the formal questions you asked us to
evaluate, will follow before the end of August (with a review draft to be provided sooner).
I continue to be quite impressed with the project, and would strongly advocate its continuation
and expansion if possible. The attention to detail, strong framework of practical, common-sense
yet creative techniques, local partnerships, and superb team working on the projects have led to
excellent results on the ground.
The most compelling aspects of the project are:
1. It provides a unique and practical approach to helping solve critical environmental and
social problems, and
2. It appears likely to succeed in creating sustainable, economic forests capable of efficient,
long-term carbon storage.
Much more work remains to be done, of course, to develop and demonstrate the viability of
stratified mixtures of planted trees to create durable, valuable forests capable of sequestering
significant amounts of carbon while also meeting farmers’ needs for income. Thanks to your
leadership and involvement, this important project is making significant progress towards
meeting the ambitious goals established by RTT, the UN and Pres. Clinton’s Climate Change
Action Plan for using the tropics to manage US carbon emissions.
Finally, I want to thank you both for retaining me to assess the program, for your patient
explanations, and for taking such good care of me while in Costa Rica.
Sincerely,

Mike Ferrucci, Forester and President
Interforest, LLC
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Appendix 2: Improvement Suggestions
Communications and Learning



Incorporate a more formal adaptive management approach by documenting discussions
and decisions more thoroughly;
Update the web site; include more information about planting designs, methods for
measuring carbon sequestration, and how the project is funded and administered.

Thinning




Add pre-commercial thinning to the approach; develop guidelines and then implement in
the most efficient manner you can;
Implement commercial thinning in 9 to 10-year old plantations as soon as possible;
Thin the twin plots exactly as desired by the researchers from CATIE; thin the remaining
plots as per your normal approach; consider the differences, if any, and observe their
implications.

Plantation Design Ideas:






Maintain a focus on the three-layer goal; demonstration of success in this will bring
additional attention to the project and help increase the chances of sequestering the
desired levels of carbon;
Review existing information about stand dynamics, which describes how natural
mixtures behave and provides generalized explanations of patterns that often emerge
when different species compete in natural stands. Use these ideas to help further sharpen
the observational and analytical skills of your forestry experts (both internal and
external); while the forestry experts involved are superb, their exposure to this emerging
discipline will make them even better;
Consider occasional extra rows of fast-growing emergent trees (Eucalypts) within the
planting matrix (some are included along existing roads) to facilitate an easy, early
harvest;
Evaluate additional species, with an initial focus on higher-value species which may have
similar structural and/or development roles as Mahogany or Cedro.

Other


Test Klinki trees that have lapsed into the understory for their ability to respond to
release; a range of release levels (modest release and heavy release) and a range of initial
sizes of Klinki (perhaps 3 meters and 6 meters tall). Consider the results during design
stages of future plantations where Klinki is expected to lapse into a well-shaded
understory (Klinki does well in two-layer designs where the top layer allows much
sunlight to reach them).
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Appendix 3: Synthesis of Some Key Improvement Suggestions Plantation Design Using A More Formal Adaptive Approach
The goals of RTT regarding combining carbon sequestration with income for farmers are very
challenging. It appears to us that the use of a more systematic adaptive management approach
would accelerate the pace of learning. This approach might include explicit (written down and
clearly reported) steps as follows: review and analysis of existing plantations (which continue to
develop in complex ways); identification of the most challenging and/or difficult issues;
construction of one or more hypotheses regarding the best way(s) to overcome each challenge;
consideration of how to test these hypotheses in future planting designs; careful examination of
proposed planting designs to identify the variables being changed (from previous designs) and
how they link to the challenges previously identified; incorporation of the null hypothesis where
possible; finalization of design with reasons given; implementation; data gathering (monitoring,
measurement, observation, photographs, etc.); reporting of conclusions for use in future designs.
It will not be possible to test all aspects of the designs in this manner. In our view the most
pressing current challenge is to develop a three-layer plantation design which includes a fastgrowing emergent, a mid-canopy layer of quality stems for intermediate returns, a sub-canopy
layer of Klinki or other species for long-term sequestration, and space for high-value trees which
generally are gap-opportunists. The current designs which apparently come closest to
incorporating all of these elements appear to allocate insufficient resources to the Klinki layer or
to the high-value trees. Solving this “thorny” problem will involve manipulating spacing,
species combinations, and perhaps planting timing or size of planting stock. These variables
lend themselves to an adaptive management testing approach.
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Appendix 4: Portable Sawmill Manufacturers
This list is for information only and does not constitute an endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of
any company to the exclusion of others. The accuracy of this information is based on sources, including trade
journals and websites, and is considered current as of February 2003.
Source: USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory S&PF Technology Marketing Unit, Madison, WI 608–
231–9504 www.fpl.fs.fed.us/tmu
Barrett Portable Sawmills
RR #1, Belmont, Nova Scotia
CANADA 02–662–2233
Baker Products
P.O. Box 128
Ellington, MO 63638–0128
800–548–6914; 573–663–7711
Email: info@baker-online.com
Web: www.baker-online.com/
Cook’s Saw Mfg., LLC
160 Ken Lane
Newton, AL 36352
800–473–4804
Cutting Edge Portable Sawmills
#301 26730 56th Ave.
Langley, British Columbia
CANADA V4W 3X5
888–222–6171
Enercraft/Baker Products Inc.
2365 Cassell Dr.
Hillsdale, Ontario
CANADA L0L 1V0
800–387–5553
E-mail: sales@enercraft.com
Web: www.enercraft.com
Frickco Inc.
54660 Pretty Run Rd.
South Bloomingville, OH 43152–
9511
740–887–3799
Email: albright@bright.net
Web: www.bright.net/~albright/
Heartwood Saw Co., Ltd.
136 Hwy 33, R.R. #3
Trenton, Ontario
CANADA K8V 5P6
613–394–9815
Email: info@heartwoodsaw.com
Web: www.heartwoodsaw.com

Hud-Son Forest Equipment
P.O. Box 345
8187 State Route 12
Barneveld, NY 13304
315–896–7297;
Email: info@hud-son.com
Web: www.hud-son.com

Lucas Mill
c/o Bailey’s
44650 Hwy. 101
Laytonville, CA 95454
800–322–4539; 707–984–6133
Web: www.baileys-online.com
www.lucasmill.com.au

Hurdle Machine Works, Inc.
16195 Hwy. 57
Moscow, TN 38057
901–877–6251;

Meadows Mills, Inc.
P.O. Box 1288
1352 West “D” St., #1288
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659–3506
800–626–2282; 336–838–2282
meadowsmills@worldnet.att.net
Web: www.meadowsmills.com

Jackson Lumber Harvester
830 North State Rd. 37
Mondovi, WI 54755–1300
715–926–3816;
info@jacksonlbrharvestor.com
Kodiak Mills Inc.
2690 13th Ave., SW
Salmon Arm, BC
CANADA V1E 4M2
888–964–0404; 250–832–0201
Kodiak@sunwave.net
Web: www.kodiakmills.com
Lanetech Mfg. Co., Inc
P.O. Box 468
9 Transportation Drive
Barre, VT 05641–0468
802–479–3249
Ligna Machinery Inc.
P.O. Box 4307
Burlington, NC 27215–0907
336–584–0030;
brian@lignamachinery.com
Web: www.lignamachinery.com
LogMaster Portable Sawmill Mfg.,
Inc. 16576 US Hwy. 259N
Nacogdoches, TX 75965
800–820–9515; 936–560–6755
Email: hgibson@logmaster.com
Web: www.logmaster.com

Micromill Systems, Inc.
15804 Industrial Ave.
Summerland, British Columbia
CANADA V0H 1Z0
250–494-7238; Fax: 250-494-7236
Email: cyn@istar.ca
Mighty Might Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 20427
Portland, OR 97220
503–288–5923; Fax: 503–288–5582
Miner Saw, Inc.
401 13th Ave.
Meridian, MS 39301–5314
800–601–2872; 601–483–3335
Fax: 601–483–0376
Email: saws@mississippi.net
Mobile Manufacturing Co.
798 NW Dunbar Ave.
P.O. Box 258
Troutdale, OR 97060
877–272–9645 (toll free)
Email: info@mobilemfg.com
Web: www.mobilemfg.com
R.A. Montgomery & Co.
P.O. Box 73
Monacacy Station, PA 19542–9999
610–678–5703
Email: ramco@juno.co
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Morbark
P.O. Box 1000
Winn, MI 48896–1000
800–233–6065; 989–866–2381
Email: inquire@morbark.com
Web: www.morbark.com
Norwood Industries, Inc.
252 Sonwil Dr.
Buffalo, NY 14225
800–661–7746; 705–689–2800
norwood@norwoodindustries.com
Peterson Portable Sawing Sys., Ltd.
P.O. Box 98
Rotorua, NEW ZEALAND
877–327–1471 (toll free)
sales@petersonsawmills.com
www.petersonsawmills.com
Peterson Sawmills
P.O. Box 9042
Revelstoke, British Columbia
CANADA VOE 3K0
250–837–5711;
Email: sawmills@loubrown.com
Web: www.loubrown.com
Precision Sawmill Systems, Inc.
100 Sloway Road West
P.O. Box 1010
Superior, MT 59872
406–822–4378
Email: pss@bigsky.net
Quality Manufacturing Co.
1333 E. Dominick St.
Rome, NY 13440
888–327–1471 (toll free)
Email: sales@bandmill.com
Web: www.bandmill.com
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W.K. Ross/Ross Bandmill
640 Main St.
Hamptstead, NH 03561
603–329–6320
Sanborn Machine Co., Inc.
Box 245
Waterford, ME 04088
207–583–4669
Sawmill Hydraulics Inc.
23522 West Farmington Rd.
Farmington, IL 61531
309–245–2448
T.A. Schmid Co.
P.O. Box 6
West Edmeston, NY 13485-0006
888–858–8589 (toll free)
315–855–4768; Fax: 315–855–4691
Email: taschmid@earthlink.net
Web: www.taschmid.com
Select Sawmill Co.
5889 County Road 17
Plantagenet, Ontario
CANADA K0B 1L0
613–673–1267 or 613–673–2919
sales@selectsawmill.com
Web: www.selectsawmill.com/

Timberking, Inc.
1431 North Topping Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64120
800–942–4406
816–483–1007; Fax: 816–483–7203
Email: chuckf@timberking.com
Web: www.timberking.com/
Timber Harvester, Inc.
1310 Waterloo-Geneva Rd.
Waterloo, NY 13165
800–343–2969
315–539–5095; Fax: 315–539–8000
Email: tharvester@flare.net
Web: www.timberharvester.com
Turner Band Mills
Wild Ridge Farm, Inc.
544 County Road 4
Oxford, NY 13830
607–843–7318; Fax: 607–843–5060
Email: wildridgefarm@mkl.com
Web: www.turnermills.com
Wood-Mizer Products, Inc.
8180 W. 10th St.
Indianapolis, IN 46214-2430
800–553–0182
317–271–1542; Fax: 317–273–1011
Email: leedo@woodmizer.com
Web: www.woodmizer.com

Thomas Bandsaw Mills
148 Moosehead Trail Hwy.
Brooks, ME 04921
866–722–3505
Email: thomasmills@acadia.net
www.thomasbandsawmills.com/
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Appendix 5: Brief Description of the RTT Program

RTT

REFOREST THE TROPICS, Inc.,

A privately funded non-profit organization developing and demonstrating a model for the sequestration of US CO2 emissions in
sustainable, economic tropical farm forests. Nature’s way to manage atmospheric CO2. “Learn by doing” is our motto.
A UNFCCC/AIJ Climate Change Program & Voluntary Carbon-Offset Program
PO Box 601, 5 Holmes St. Mystic, CT 06355, tel 860-572-8199, cell 860-912-7706

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE RTT PROGRAM

E-mail: hbarres@aol.com
Web site: Reforestthetropics.org

Sept 16, 2008

In 1964 the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN sent Dr. Herster Barres to Costa Rica to work in
CATIE, a graduate research and teaching institute. There, he began large scale species trials to find trees that
farmers could grow for income. The results of this R&D was later applied to the Klinkii Forestry Program for
Costa Rica, a UNFCCC-AIJ Project, developed by Dr. Barres and approved by the US and Costa Rican
governments in 1995. Reforest The Tropics (RTT) is the non-profit organization established in 1998 to manage
this program. The question posed was: “How can we use tropical forests to manage US CO2 emissions?”
Selected tree species in the wet tropics can grow faster because of abundant sunlight, rain, reasonable soils and a
year-round growing season. As trees grow, through photosynthesis, they absorb CO2, a major greenhouse gas,
releasing the oxygen back into the air and storing up the carbon in the form of wood. This is nature’s way of
managing CO2 emissions.
Millions of acres of pastures in the tropics are available for sequestering and storing our CO2 emissions in new
forests. These pastures belong to farmers and their families, so the development and real-life demonstration of a
model that fits their needs and those of the emitters is essential in the habilitation of the pastures for this
purpose. That is the goal of the RTT Program, learning how farmers in the tropics and emitters in developed
countries can work together to manage CO2 emissions in pastures converted to sustainable forests.
Today, farmers are destroying tropical forests for pastures. Why? Because the natural forests, once the
commercial timber has been taken out, generate no direct benefits to the farmer and his family. So, in order for
forests to be sustainable for long-term carbon storage, they need to be profitable for participating farmers. And
the cash flow for the farmer must be large and frequent enough to be significant in his opinion.
Temperate forests with few tree species are manageable. In contrast, natural tropical forests with many are
almost impossible to manage. Once the valuable species have been extracted, it is better for a farmer to finish
clearing it and convert it to a pasture for cattle production, an activity that can generate an income for him and
his family….unless we can show how trees can produce more income than cattle on the same site.
RTT is demonstrating that potential by using fast-growing trees, developed during more than 40 years of R&D.
RTT is presently testing more than 30 designs of multi-layered forests, biodiverse combinations of species that
can sequester up to 50 tonnes of CO2/hectare as early as in the 5th year. Our oldest research forests are now 40
years old, while carbon-offset forests are 10 years old.
In the RTT management plan developed for each forest, a part of this forest production is to be frequently
thinned and given to the farmer to sell, while the remainder is left in the forest stand to continue production and
sequestration. Thus, the RTT advanced model of a carbon-offset forest appears able to meet the needs of the
farmer for a continuous income flow from periodic, 5-year thinnings while sequestering carbon for emitters in a
sustainable forest. In our program, RTT is teaching the farmer how to manage his forests sustainably in 25-year
agreements in exchange for capital for planting and free intensive (weekly) technical assistance and
management services. Presently, 30 forests are under RTT management, sponsored by 59 US emitters.
In the US RTT works with sponsors to develop CO2-emissions inventories to set goals for the amount to be
sequestered. Sponsors include school systems, colleges, a university, businesses, families and individuals.

INTERFOREST, LLC

26 Commerce Drive, N. Branford, CT 06471
203-887-9248
www.iforest.com

Specific RTT research goals are an income of $500/hectare/year from trees and a cost of a tonne of sequestered
CO2 of under $10. Costa Rica was chosen for this demonstration because of its strong tradition of care of the
environment. RTT works closely with local educational institutions to pass on to students and professors what it
learns. Each forest, sponsored by a single US emitter (or group), is reported as a case history showing its
sequestration rate and costs. With GPS mapping, each forest has a prominent sign with the pertinent
information and sponsor’s name. Reports, including pictures, are sent to sponsors by e-mail as the forest grows.
Sponsors can keep these photos in a folder indefinitely to follow the progress of their forest.
Herster Barres, Director

MEASURING TREES IN CMEEC’S CARBON-OFFSET FOREST IN COSTA RICA
In order to calculate the amounts of CO2 sequestered in forests, we need to measure accurately the diameter of the trees at various heights. See the man
in the trees? These Chancho trees are only 8-years old. They form part of one project, the 15-acre pilot carbon-offset forest to offset the emissions of
the building and fleet of cars of the Connecticut Municipal Electric Energy Cooperative in Norwich, CT. In October, we plan to thin this forest for
farmer income and tree release. This is a UNFCCC-AIJ applied research program managed by Reforest the Tropics. The forest is managed in
cooperation with the Rojas Family in their Las Delicias Farm in Pocora, Costa Rica. 26Aug08.
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